Steelcase Flex Active Frames
Steelcase Flex Active Frames are
adaptable structures that define space
by creating productive, flexible and
inspiring homes for teams. With a broad
range of customizable configurations,
Active Frames provide shelter, privacy
and space for teams to collaborate
and do their best work.

Design Principles

CREATE A HOME FOR TEAMS
Active Frames provide teams with a place
they can call their own — a space that gives
them just the right amount of shelter and
privacy to do their best work.

SUPPORT DYNAMIC COLLABORATION
Active Frames provide high-performing
teams with adaptable space that keeps up
with their process and keeps them in ﬂow.

MAKE IT YOURS
Active Frames give teams the ability to
customize their workspace to meet their
team and individual preferences.

FEATURES + ADJUSTABILITY

FRAME
Consists of bases and tubes
that provide the overall structure
of the frame.
SHELVES
Melamine faced boards that
connect to the frame with shelf
connectors, allowing for ease
of reconfiguration.

COAT ROD
Secures under the shelf and
can be moved front to back.

DOORS
High-pressure laminate
doors are standard with fabric
door pulls and available with
optional locks.

MOBILE BOARD CLIP
Fits securely on the frame
to integrate with Flex mobile
boards, power hanger and cup.
INFILLS
Provide enclosure to the frame.
Available in high-pressure
laminate and PET.

FIXED BOARD
BOOKEND
Fits on the front
side of a shelf.

Two sided fixed boards connect to
the frame and are available in PET/
Whiteboard and Whiteboard/Melamine.
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SURFACE MATERIALS OFFERING
Frame and frame extensions
Paint

Mobile board clip
6527 Merle

Shelves
High-Pressure Laminate

Cable management clip
6527 Merle

Inﬁlls
High-pressure laminate
P631 Dark Heather Grey PET

Fixed board
P631 Dark Heather Grey PET
2977 White Markerboard

Doors
High-Pressure Laminate

Coat rod
Paint

Lock
Matt Chrome

Toolbox
P636 Light Heather Grey

Bookends
Paint
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